
2023 SKODA Fabia Monte Carlo Edition 150 PJ

$40,490 Drive Away

Category: New
Kilometres: 25 kms
Colour: Velvet Red
Transmission: Sports Automatic Dual Clutch
Body: Hatch
Drive Type: Front Wheel Drive
Fuel Type: Petrol - Premium ULP
Engine: 1.5 Litres
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders: 4 cylinders
Stock #: 413483
VIN: TMBFK6PJ3P4101686 

Dealer: Allan Mackay Autos
Address: 243-245 Argyle Street, Moss Vale NSW 2577
Phone: 02 4869 1100

Dealer Comments

NEW MY23.5 Skoda Fabia Monte Carlo |



We are Family Owned, Multi-Franchise Dealer located conveniently South of Sydney
Prepare to be captivated by the unparalleled excellence of the Skoda Fabia.

Experience the epitome of style and agility with the Skoda Fabia Monte Carlo—an exceptional hatchback designed
to elevate your driving experience to new heights.

'' Sporty Elegance:
Stand out on the road with the Fabia Monte Carlo's sporty and sophisticated design. Featuring sleek black
elements, exclusive Monte Carlo badges, and dynamic accents, this hatchback radiates a sense of athleticism and
modern flair.

'' Dynamic Performance:
Embrace the thrill of the road with the Fabia Monte Carlo's agile and efficient engines. Its nimble handling and
responsive performance make city driving or countryside escapades an exhilarating experience, blending power
with fuel efficiency seamlessly.

'' Cutting-Edge Technology:
Stay connected and entertained with the latest in-car technology. The Fabia Monte Carlo boasts an intuitive
infotainment system, advanced connectivity options, and a suite of safety features to ensure a secure and
enjoyable driving journey.

'' Compact Versatility:
Enjoy the convenience of a compact hatchback without compromising on space or practicality. The Fabia Monte
Carlo offers a versatile interior with clever storage solutions, providing ample room for both passengers and cargo.

'' Your Ultimate Style Statement:
Discover the perfect blend of sportiness and functionality with the Skoda Fabia Monte Carlo. Visit our dealership
today and immerse yourself in the unmatched style, agility, and excitement that define the Monte Carlo edition.

Don't miss the chance to make a statement on the road. Visit us now and experience the dynamic style and
spirited performance of the Skoda Fabia Monte Carlo. Redefine your driving experience with a touch of Monte
Carlo elegance and agility.

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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